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Abstract 
Wang, T. and H. Sachs, A contribution to the theory of Tutte’s V- and W-function, Discrete 
Mathematics 104 (1992) 281-292. 
The purpose of the paper is to provide a simple and transparent approach to the theory of 
Tutte’s V- and W-functions which immediately yields explicit formulae. The formula for the 
general V-function is investigated, and some applications are made. 
1. Introduction 
Let us first briefly review Tutte’s theory of V-functions. 
All graphs considered are nonnull, finite, and undirected, multiple edges and 
loops being admitted. A graph G has vertex set V = V(G), edge set E = E(G), 
and component set Cc = C(G). 
Following Tutte [2, 31 we put 
W,(G) := W(G)l, au,(G) := IUG)l, PO(G) := la=(G)l, 
pdG) := I, - Lou, +po(G); 
pi(G) is the cycfomatic number of G. 
Any forest F which is a subgraph of G and contains all vertices of G is called a 
spanning forest of G (note that a spanning forest of G, as defined here, may have 
more components than G). 
An edge which is not a loop is called a link. If y is a link of G we denote by G; 
and G;’ the graphs obtained from G by deleting and contracting, respectively, the 
edge y. (G; is obtained from G; by identifying the end vertices of y and retaining 
all edges which are distinct from y. So, by contracting a link new multiple edges 
and/or loops may be created.) 
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Let Ml be a set. A graph function into M is a function f which assigns to each 
graph G a unique element f(G) E Ml. For some suitable set Ml, a graph function f 
into Ml may satisfy some of the following conditions: 
(A) f is &connective, i.e., f(G) = 0 whenever G is the union of two disjoint 
nonnull subgraphs. 
(B) f is multiplicative, i.e., f(G) =f(G,) . f (G2) whenever G is the union of 
two disjoint nonnull subgraphs G, and G2. 
(C) f is strongly arboreal, i.e., f(G) = f (G;) + f (GJ) whenever the edge y is a 
link of G. 
Note that the number of spanning trees (also called the complexity) of G 
satisfies (A) and (C) but not (B), whereas the number of spanning forests of G 
satisfies (B) and (C) but not (A). 
Let S be an additive abelian group and R a commutative ring. 
A function f = W(G) into S is called a W-function (into S) if it satisfies 
condition (C), it is called a U-function if it satisfies conditions (A) and (C); a 
function f = V(G) into [w is called a V-function (into R) if it satisfies conditions 
(B) and (C). 
W- and V-functions were first investigated by Tutte [2]. 
Let Xi denote the graph which consists of a single vertex and i loops 
(i=O, 1, 2, . . .). 
The following existence and uniqueness theorem is fundamental in the theory 
of V-functions. 
Theorem A (Tutte [2, 31). Let R! be a commutative ring and v = {vO, vl, v2, . . .} 
an arbitrary sequence of elements of R. Then there is precisely one V-function 
V(G) into R! such that V(Xi) = V, (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .). 
For a fixed graph G and variable vi, V(G) is a polynomial p =pc(v) with 
integer coefficients in finitely many of the vi which has no constant term. 
Also, Tutte [2] gave an explicit formula for the general V-function V(G) in 
terms of all subgraphs S of G and the numbers ck(S), where ck(S) is the number 
of components of S whose cyclomatic number is equal to k (k = 1, 2, . . .). 
The purpose of this paper is to provide a simple and transparent approach to 
the theory of II-, V- and W-functions which immediately yields explicit formulae 
(and, thereby, a new proof of Theorem A). The formula for the general 
V-function is investigated, and applications to the chromatic and dichromatic 
polynomials are made. 
2. The construction of @P(G) 
We will connect with a graph G a family @(G) of nonnull linkless graphs which 
is uniquely determined by G. To this end, we construct a sequence of graph 
families @; the last of which is G(G). 
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Construction C. Start with the family @” = {G}. Suppose that Qi (i > 0) has 
already been defined. If all members of @; are linkless graphs, put @* := @+i; 
otherwise obtain @+i from ai by the following procedure. Select an arbitrary 
member H of Qi which has a link, select an arbitrary link y of H and replace H by 
the pair H;, HI[. After a finite number of steps, say, after k steps, the procedure 
stops yielding a family @* := Qz, of linkless graphs. 
If we want to emphasize that we do not distinguish between isomorphic graphs 
we shall write @ instead of @*. 
Theorem 1. All families @ obtainable by means of the construction C from a given 
graph G are the same. 
Proof. By induction on the number of links of G. 
If G has no more than one link then the assertion is trivially true. Let G be a 
graph with at least two links and suppose that the assertion is true for any graph 
which has fewer links than G. Let w be any link of G. For G’ := GL and G2 := GL 
the assertion is true, thus the families @’ and a2 obtainable from G1 and G* by 
means of the construction C are uniquely determined by G1 and G2, respectively; 
therefore, we write 
Qi’ = @(G’) = @(G;), @* = @(G’) = @(G;). 
Clearly, according to the rules of the construction C, the family Qi which we 
obtain from G starting with the link w is 
@ = @(G:) U @(G:) (I) 
(here U stands for the union of families where repetitions, i.e., multiple elements, 
are allowed). This means that Qi is uniquely determined by G and the first link w 
we select: therefore, we write Qi = @(w; G). 
Let u and v be any two distinct links of G. 
Case 1: u and v are parallel (i.e., u and v connect the same vertices). 
Then G: = Gi, Gi = G:’ implying @(G:) = @(G:), @(GI) = @(Gt). Thus 
@(v; G) = @(G:) U @(G:‘) = @(G:) U @(G:) = @(u; G). 
Case 2: u and v are nonparallel. 
Then (GA): = (GA):, (Gz): = (G:):, (GA): = (G:‘):, (GL): = (G:‘)‘:. 
By the induction hypothesis and the rules of the construction C, 
@(v; G) = @(G;) U @(G:) 
= (@((G:):) U @((G:):)) U (@((GE):) U @((GX)) 
= (@((G:):) U @((GX)) U (@((G:):) U @((GX)) 
= @(G;) U @(G;) = @(u; G). 
Thus @ = @(w ;G) does not depend on W. This proves Theorem 1. 0 
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We shall denote the unique family @ obtainable from a given graph G by 
means of the construction C by @i(G). 
As we have observed already (see (l)), we have 
Proposition 1. 
Q(G) = @(G;) U @(G;) 
for any link y of G. 
(2) 
If a graph G is the union of two disjoint subgraphs G,, G2 we shall write 
G = G, . G,. 
Let A and lE! be two families and assume the product a . b to be defined for any 
pair of elements a E A, b E B. Recall: The Cartesian product @ = A x B with 
respect to the operation . is defined to be the family (I2 = {a . b 1 a E A, b E EE}. 
The Cartesian product satisfies the distributive law 
(A,xB)U(A,xB)=(A,UA,)xB. (3) 
Proposition 2. 
@(G1. G2) = @(G,) x @(GJ. (4) 
Proof. (4) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1: First apply the reduction 
procedure of the construction C to the first factor G,, this results in a family 
Gk, = {H’ . G2 1 H’ E @(G,)} = @(G,) x {G2}, 
then continue with the second factor G2 which eventually yields 
@(G, . G,) = {H’ . Hz ( H’ E @(G,), H2 E @(G,)} 
= @(G,) x @(GJ. 0 
(4) can also easily be proved by induction on the number of links using (3). 
3. The theory of U-, V- and W-functions 
Let K be the set of all nonnull linkless graphs, let S denote an additive abelian 
group, and let to each K E K correspond an indeterminate wK which may take 
values in S. Write w for the collection of indeterminates w, (K E W). 
Theorem 2. For any choice of the values w” K of the wK in S, there is precisely one 
W-function W(G) into $5 such that 
W(K) = w”, for each K E K. 
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For any fixed graph G, W(G) is a linear form I;(w) with positive integer 
coefficients in finitely many of the wK, namely, 
W(G)=&(W)= c w,. (5) 
KEG(G) 
PrOOf. ht F(G) = CK&P(G) w,. F(G) is a graph function into S which, by 
Proposition 1, satisfies condition (C): thus F(G) is a W-function. Clearly, 
F(K) = w, for any K E 06. This proves the existence. 
The uniqueness follows immediately from condition (C). q 
Recall: the graph Xi consists of exactly one vertex and i loops (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .); 
putX={X,,X,,X, )... }. 
Let to each X = Xi E X correspond an indeterminate ux = ui which may take 
values in S. Put u = {ua, ul, u2, . . .}. 
Theorem 3. For any choice of the values up of ui in S, there is precisely one 
U-function U(G) into S such that 
U(XJ = up, i = 0, 1,2, . . . 
For any fixed graph G, V(G) is a linear form lg(u) with positive integer 
coefficients in finitely many of the ui, namely, 
U(G)=&(u)= x UK. 
KE@(G),PO(K)=~ 
(6) 
Proof. Theorem 3 follows immediately from Theorem 2 by putting 
wo = 
K ( 
u$ if K is connected, 
0 if K is disconnected; 
note that if G is disconnected then every member of @i(G) is also 
disconnected. 0 
Let aB be a commutative ring and let to each X = Xi E X correspond an 
indeterminate vx = vi which may take values in R . Put u = {vo, vl, v2, . . . }. 
Theorem 4. For any choice of the values VP of the vi in R, there is precisely one 
V-function V(G) into R’ such that 
V(Xj)=vp, i=O, 1,2,. . . . 
For any fixed graph G, V(G) is a polynomial p&u) with positive integer 
coefficients in finitely many of the Vi, namely, 
V(G) =PC(V) = c fl vx. 
K-z@(G) XeC(K) 
(7) 
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Proof. Put 
F*(G) = c n vx. 
Kc@(G) X&(K) 
F*(G) is a graph function into R which, by Propositions 1 and 2, satisfies 
conditions (B) and (C): thus F*(G) is a V-function. Clearly, F*(X,) = vi, 
i=o,1,2 )‘.. . 
This proves the existence. 
The uniqueness follows immediately from conditions (B) and (C). 0 
4. How Construction C acts on G 
Before proceeding we need a more detailed description of the way how C acts 
on G. 
Let F(G) denote the set of all spanning forests of G and let y be any link of G. 
Clearly, 
lF(G;) = {F 1 FE [F(G) and y $ E(F)}, 
IF(GJ) = {FJ 1 FE IF(G) and y E E(F)}. 
(8) 
Thus there is a (1, 1)-correspondence Ay between [F(G) and lF(G;) U F(G;‘) such 
that if F E IF(G) and Fy E IF(G;) U IF(GG) are corresponding elements and F has 
components T,, T2, . . . , Tq then Fy has components T{, T{, . . . , T’, where 
(9) 
Now let us follow the steps of some special realization r of Construction C. Put 
F,(G) := Um, F(H). In repeatedly applying (8) and (9), we obtain a (1, l)- 
correspondence Ai between [F(G) and [F,(G) and, in addition, for each pair of 
corresponding forests F E [F(G), F’ E IF,(G) a (1, 1)-correspondence A,(F) 
between C(F) and C(F’) (i = 1,2, . . . , k). Especially, for i = k we obtain a 
(1, 1)-correspondence Ak = A* between IF(G) and [F,(G) = lJKr9. [F(K) where all 
K are linkless graphs. Each K having only one spanning forest, A* also 
determines a (1, 1)-correspondence /I* between F(G) and @* and, if F E [F(G) 
and K E @* correspond under A*, A*(F) := A,(F) also determines a (1, l)- 
correspondence A*(F) between C(F) and C(K). Thus to each T E C(F) there 
corresponds an X E C(K), where X is isomorphic to some Xi. The j loops of X 
are (obtained from) those edges of G which are not in T, have both their end 
vertices on T and which, in the stepwise transition from G to K (according to the 
steps of r) are not deleted. 
Let G[T] denote the subgraph of G spanned by T and put 
c(T : G) := IE(G[T]) - [E(T)1 =pl(G[T]), 
s(T : G) := number of loops of G[T]. 
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We shall see that a converse statement is also true (Theorem 6). 
5. Special expressions for U(G), V(G) and W(G) 
By specifying r we may obtain expressions for U(G), V(G) and W(G) which 
sound a bit ‘more explicit’ than the original formulae (5), (6) and (7). 
Let w denote an arbitrary strict linear order < on [E(G) and F be a subforest of 
G. If an edge e of G is not in F, and both end vertices of e are in the same 
component of F, then there is a unique circuit C,(e) in F U {e}. Following Tutte 
[3], we say that e is externally active under o in F if e <f whenever f is an edge of 
C,(e) and f # e. Clearly, every loop of G attached to a vertex of F is externally 
active under o in F. The number of edges of G externally active under o in F is 
called the external activity of F under o, denoted by b(o; F). Evidently, 
b(o;F)= c b(o; T). (11) 
T&(F) 
Let graph G* have been obtained from G by deleting or contracting some links 
in some order. The strict linear order w induces a strict linear order o* on lE(G*). 
We shall briefly write w and < instead of w* and <*, respectively. 
Now apply the construction C to G in the following way: In step i + 1 
(0 c i < k) select in @$ a graph H and a link y of H such that in no member of @; 
there is a link y’ satisfying y < y’ (i.e., with respect to w, y is the last link we can 
find in the members of @ii). This procedure will be called r,. 
We will determine @P(G). 
Consider any F E [F(G) and the graph K E @* corresponding to F under A* (see 
Section 4); let T be a component of F and X the component of K which 
corresponds to T under A*(F). Graph X is obtained from G[T] by contracting all 
edges of E(T) and deleting those edges of lE(G[ T]) - E(T) which are selected in 
some step of r,; the remaining edges of E(G[T]) - lE(T) become the loops of X. 
Let y E E(G[T]) - [E(T). There are two cases to be distinguished. 
Case 1: y is externally nonactive under w in T. 
Then the circuit C,(y) contains a link z, such that z, E E(T) and z, < y. In the 
course of &,, y cannot become a loop before z, has been contracted; however, 
because of y > z,, this does not happen before y has been selected, and deleted. 
Case 2: y is externally active under o in T. 
Either y is a loop: then, by r, it is never selected and remains a loop-or y is a 
link: then all edges z of C,(y) satisfy y < z; following the steps of r,, y is not 
selected before all edges z of C,(y) (z # y) have been contracted, but then y has 
already become a loop, and remains a loop. 
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We conclude that precisely those edges of E(G[T]) - lE(T) which are externally 
active under w in T become the loops of X. Thus, 
X z -Gcw ; T) and K = n X+ ; T). 
TEC(F) 
This implies the following. 
Theorem 5. Let G be a graph and o any strict linear order on E(G). For 
FE IF(G), put 
Let U(G) denote the set of all spanning trees of G. Then 
Q(G) = {KF” 1 FE VW), (12) 
W(G)= c w+ (13) 
FEF(G) 
U(G) = c ub(o;Z-)> 
i-ET(G) 
(14) 
V(G) = c n 21b(co; T)- 
FEE(G) T&(F) 
(15) 
Theorem 5 can also easily and independently be proved by induction on the 
number of links. 
Note that, in accordance with (lo), 
s(T:G)Sb(o;T)Cc(T:G). (16) 
Theorem 5 enables the graphs that occur in Q(G) (but not the multiplicity of 
their occurrence) to be determined. 
Theorem 6. A graph Xi, . Xi,. * * * * X, (where the subscripts are not necessarily 
distinct) occurs in Q(G) if and only if 
PO(G) s r s 4G) (174 
and there is in G a spanning forest F with (suitably arranged) components 
T,,T,,..., T, such that 
s(T,:G)Si,Cc(T,:G) (p=1,2,...,r). (17b) 
Proof. The necessity follows immediately from Theorem 5 in connection with 
(16) (or (10)). 
To prove the sufficiency, let F = TI * T2 . . * . . r E IF(G) and let i,, iz, . . . , i, 
satisfy (17b). Then in G[T,] there are at least iP - s(T, : G) links which are not in 
TP (p = 1,2, . . . , r). Specify in each G[T,] a set IE: of i,, edges which are not in 
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TP, where (EL includes all loops of G[ T,]. Put 
[Es:= (IE(G[T,]) - E(T,)) - E;, 
[El := E: u IE: u . * . u IE;, 
lE3 := IE: u E; u * * . u iE;, 
IE2 := E(G) - (IE’ U IE3). 
Define a strict linear order o on [E(G) satisfying the following condition: e <f 
whenever e E IE’, f E lE2 U E3 or e E IE2, f E lE3. Then, clearly, precisely the edges of 
[Eb are externally active under w in TP, implying b( o ; TP) = i,,. By Theorem 5, 
G = rI &w; T) = Ii Xb(o; Tp) 
T&(F) p=l 
=Xi;Xi; ..- -X,,E@(G). Cl 
Applying Theorems 2-4, Theorem 6 can be used to determine the terms that 
occur in f;(w), /U,(u) and p&v) (but not their coefficients). Especially we have 
the following. 
Theorem 6a. A term vi,Vil . . * Vi, (where the subscripts are not necessarily distinct) 
occurs in pa(u) with a nonzero (necessarily positive) coefficient if and only if 
conditions (17a,b) are satisfied. 
Let s(G) denote the number of loops of G. 
Theorem 6b. A term ui occurs in l%(u) with a nonzero (necessarily positive) 
coefficient if and only if G is connected and s(G) G i s p 1( G). 
6. Some observations and corollaries 
Observation 1. 1&(u) is the linear part of V(G) =p&v). 
Observation 2. Choosing up = 1 for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . we obtain U(G) = la(G)] = 
complexity of G; choosing VP = 1 for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . we obtain V(G) = IF(G)1 = 
number of spanning forests of G. 
Observation 3. In the definitions of the U- and the V-function, the conditions (A) 
and (B) can be replaced by the following reduced conditions. 
(A’) f(G) = 0 w h enever G is a disconnected linkless graph; 
(B’) f(G) =f (GJ . f (Gz) w enever h G is the union of two disjoint nonnull 
linkless graphs G, , G2. 
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ub(o ; T) = C aj(T ; G)uj 
j30 
is the contribution of T to U(G); the coefficients Uj(T ; G) are nonnegative 
rationals (only finitely many of them nonzero) satisfying 
,Fo aj(T ; G) = 1. 
Let T be any tree contained in G and put 
h(T ; G) := h(T ; G[T]). (19) 
The general V-function V(G) may now be rewritten in terms of the U-function, 
putting in evidence the contribution of the individual trees and spanning forests of 
G to V(G). 
Let If(G) denote the set of all partitions 9 = {PI, P2, . . . , P’,} of V(G) 
(where l~m~cu,(G), PIUP,U.-* UP,=!/(G), P,flP,,=0 if p#z). The 
summation 
can be put in the form 
Thus from (14), (15), (18) and (19), we obtain 
V(G) = c fl ub(w ;T) 
F&(G) T&(F) 
= c n c W;Gh 
P'EL'(G) PEP TEU(GIPI) 
where u is identified with u. 
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7. Applications 
(I). Tutte [2] introduced the dichromatic polynomial Q(G ; x , y) which can be 
defined to be the V-function satisfying 
Q(Xi;x,y)=x(l+y)’ (i=O, 1,2,. . .). 
By (15) and (ll), 
Q(G ;x, y) = c Y’@)(l +Y)~@“;~) (21) 
FEF(lZ) 
where w is any strict linear order on [E(G). 
Remark. Tutte [3] gave also an expression for Q(G ; x , y) in terms of spanning 
trees of G. 
(II). The chromatic polynomial P(G ; A) is defined to be the number of distinct 
proper A-colourings of G (see [I]). Clearly, P(X,, ; A) = A, P(X, ; A) = 0 for 
i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . It is easy to see that 
P*(G ; A) := (-l)atl(G) P(G ; A) 
is a V-function satisfying 
P*(X; ; h) = Q(Xi ; -)L , -1) (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .). 
Thus, by Theorem A and (21), 
P(G ; A) = (-1) ““‘“‘Q(G ; -A, -1) 
= c (-1) %(c)+Pd~))LPo(~) (22) 
FEF(C).b(W ; F)=O 
w(G) 
= ,z (-1) 
““w’mj(G)~i 
where mj(G) denotes the number of spanning forests of G with j components 
whose external activity under w is zero; here for o any strict linear order on [E(G) 
may be taken. 
The last equation in (22) is due to Whitney [5]. 
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